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A BSTRACT: The Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) are used in the CMS experiment at the trigger
level and also in the standard offline muon reconstruction. In order to guarantee the quality of the
data collected and to monitor online the detector performance, a set of tools has been developed
in CMS which is heavily used in the RPC system. The Web-based monitoring (WBM) is a set
of java servlets that allows users to check the performance of the hardware during data taking,
providing distributions and history plots of all the parameters. The functionalities of the RPC
WBM monitoring tools are presented along with studies of the detector performance as a function
of growing luminosity and environmental conditions that are tracked over time.
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1

Introduction

The World Wide Web was invented in 1989 at CERN near Geneva, Switzerland. Since that time,
the Web has been used as a tool in High Energy Physics (HEP) to exchange data and results. In 25
years after the first connection was established, millions of computers have been connected together
through the Internet and HEP experiments have continued to enlarge this favorite collaborative tool.
Monitoring in the CMS experiment [1] is a demanding task with the growth in data size and
complexity. The amount of people physically present in the control rooms of the experiment is
limited and there is a need for remote monitoring so that the shift takers and experts can detect,
diagnose and fix problems from remote locations.
Monitoring is a key component in the effort to achieve efficient and high quality data taking.
The data quality monitoring and certification systems from online data taking to delivering certified
data sets for physics analyses, release validation and offline re-reconstruction activities at Tier-1
sites are well described in ref. [2]. The Web-based monitoring (WBM) has the goal to provide a
suite of tools that is easy to use, accessible through firewalls, secure, flexible, and maintainable as
described in ref. [3, 4].
In this paper, we present the functionality of the WBM monitoring tools for RPC, employed
by shift crew members, detector subsystem experts, operation coordinators, and those performing
data analysis.

2

The CMS RPC system

The RPCs are bakelite-based, double-gap detectors with bulk resistivity ranges 1-6 · 1010 Ω·cm.
Each gap is composed by two parallel electrodes, each of 2 mm thickness, and a 2 mm wide gas
gap, and operated with a gas mixture in avalanche mode to safeguard the time resolution at high
rates (∼1 kHz/cm2 ). The water vapor is added to keep its relative humidity around 45% so that the
bakelite resistivity remains constant, avoiding a degradation of performance under high background
conditions. Readout copper strips along the beam direction are sandwiched between the two gaps,
with an independent electronic channel per strip, segmented in pseudo-rapidity η. The total readout
system of the RPC detector consists of ∼120000 channels in about 4000 m2 of active area.
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The CMS muon system consists of three independent and complementary sub-systems: Drift
Tubes (DT) and Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) in the barrel and endcap regions respectively, and
RPCs in both the regions. A schematic view of the CMS detector in the R-z plane is shown in
figure 1. Along the z axis, the DTs and RPCs in the barrel are divided into 5 wheels, with Wheel
0 in the center of the detector (i.e., z = 0) and wheels W±1 and W±2 in the ± z directions. The
endcap region is composed of four iron disks on each side along z. A station is an assembly of
chambers around a fixed value of R in the barrel and z in the endcaps. On each side of the CMS
detector, three of the endcap yoke disks hold a total of four CSC planes and RPC planes, where each
disk is divided into 36 sectors with up to 3 radial rings per sector. Every chamber is then divided
from the readout point of view into 2 or 3 η partitions called rolls. A more detailed description of
the CMS RPC detector can be found in ref. [5].
During the first three-year LHC running period, the fourth endcap stations remained largely
uninstrumented. CSCs were only installed in the very forward region (1.8 < |η| < 2.4), and RPCs
were missing completely and covered only the first three endcap disks (|η| < 1.6). During the first
long shutdown (LS1) for the upgrades and repairs in 2013–2014, these fourth endcap stations were
instrumented further with new CSCs (ME4) and RPCs (RE4) up to |η| = 1.8. There are a total of
912 (1056) RPC chambers before (after) LS1; 480 in the barrel and 432 (576) in the endcaps.

3

WBM monitoring tools for RPC

The RPC WBM is part of the WBM services which provides monitoring of both real-time and
archival data. Sources of information, which can be obtained via specialized hardware, are the
CMS experiment and the LHC accelerator at CERN. The WBM server runs an Apache daemon [6]
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Figure 1. Layout of one quadrant of the CMS detector. Muon stations are placed in the steel return yoke
of the magnet (gray). The four DT stations in the barrel (yellow), the four CSC disks in the endcap (green),
and the RPCs in both barrel and endcap regions (blue) are shown. The fourth disks of new CSCs and RPCs
(ME4 and RE4 for 1.2 < |η| < 1.8) are installed during the first Long Shutdown at the LHC in 2013–2014.

to respond to HTTP requests and most of the user interactive work is handled through Apache
Tomcat [7], using a java servlet architecture. The ROOT [8] package is used for historical plotting
on the hardware performance and data manipulation. Many of the pages use SQL (Structured
Query Language) to communicate with the CMS online database.
The main parameters for the RPC operation can be monitored and controlled by the Detector Control System. Their values were saved in a proper database and used offline to study the
system stability. The parameters of the RPC system such as high voltage, low voltage, current,
temperatures, pressure, gas flow, noise, status of readout strips, and the other environmental variables available in the database can be also monitored through the RPC WBM. These functionalities
of the WBM system allow both the experts and shift takers to have a clear idea of the detector
performance during a cosmic or collision run, or the particular running period. The ability of the
RPC WBM to allow the access and handling of data at the roll is crucial for this. The monitoring
result can be averaged over all sectors in each wheel and station. Furthermore, it can be averaged
separately for wheels and disks, or barrel and endcaps.
As an example of the plots that can be obtained using the RPC WBM monitoring tools, figure 2
shows the RPC chamber current in the barrel as a function of growing instantaneous luminosity and
the same current divided by instantaneous luminosity as a function of time during the 2012 LHC
run at 8 TeV. For every wheel in the barrel, the linear correlation of the chamber current and the
delivered instantaneous luminosity can be clearly seen. Differences are observed for the wheels
that are located at different positions along the beam direction z. A good linearity is found between
the current, divided by the luminosity, and time.
Similarly, the measured rate has such a linear correlation as shown in figure 3 for every wheel
and averaged on wheels and disks. An asymmetry is found between the wheels W±2, which is
under investigation during the first Long Shutdown at the LHC in 2013–2014. Figure 4 shows the
time-independent rate normalized to the luminosity. Sources of these main parameters are particles
coming from the interaction point or neutron or non-collision beam-related background.
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Figure 2. The RPC chamber current for each wheel in the barrel as a function of growing instantaneous
luminosity (left) and the current divided by luminosity as a function of time (right). Each gap in time
indicates a short maintenance period of the LHC.
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Figure 3. The measured rate for each wheel in the barrel (left) and averaged on wheels and disks (right) as
a function of growing instantaneous luminosity.

Figure 4. The measured rate for each wheel in the barrel (left) and averaged on wheels and disks (right)
divided by luminosity as a function of time. Each gap in time indicates a short maintenance period of the
LHC.

The RPC chamber current and rate are the most important information about LHC and RPC
performance for the data certification that the shift crew must provide as soon as the data are
available. After having verified the detector performance using the WBM monitoring tools, the
data integrity and quality can be easily checked with the data quality monitoring service.

4

Conclusions

The RPC WBM monitoring tools has been developed and used for studies of the detector performance during the 2012 LHC run at 8 TeV. The web-based nature of the service can provide users
around the world with useful information through a simple web page, leading the challenge on a
global collaboration to monitor the performance of the LHC and the CMS detector and to certify
the data for physics analyses.
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